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was the first speaker I've heard
for less than $2000/pair—let
alone $599/pair—that could
compete with more expensive
floorstanders in definition.
Hawthorne Stereo of Seattle
Washington offers quality new
and used hi-fi systems and
accessories. We offer a broad
selection of products from ATC,
Cambridge Audio. MODULUS
3B(Single-Ended Triode, DualMono) $4,895.00: MODULUS
L3A LINE STAGE: With Remote
Control(Single-Ended Triode)
$4,695.00 Footnote 1: The
Lamm LL1 Signature isn't the
most expensive tubed line stage
on the market. The VAC
Statement, for example, retails
for $66,000. ROTEL RC-971 Preamplifiers - Preamp, 2
output, THD 0.004%, tone
defeat, line only One of the
many challenges of colonizing
Mars is that the planet is lacking
many of the natural resources
we rely on here on Earth. We’ll
need to bring as much of. There
has been only slow progress
with preamplifiers (with phono
stages) in the last 15 years,
caused obviously by a
continually dwindling demand.
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